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the tactics of preparation actions of carrying out the 
hold. 

There should be considered as actual the study-
ing of the questions of planning of the improvement of 
preparation actions at the system of training of judo. 
We always single out the following parts at the struc-
ture of preparation of judoists: physical, technical, tac-
tical, integral, theoretic, psychological of the mean of 
active rest and renewal. The greatest time at the train-
ing there is allocated to the means of improvement of 
technic (28,63%) and to the physical preparation 
(25,57%). The integral preparation (free wrestle in the 
stand position, in the lying position and in conditions 
competitive, control-training fight by the rules and by 
the changed rules of competition) is 13,3%. Tactical – 
tactics of competition, tactics of leading the fight, tac-
tics of preparation of sprint are accordingly 3,92, 4,15 
and 4,07%, that in the sum forms 12,1%. 

To the other types of preparation of the mean 
of active rest, renewal theoretic and psychological 
preparation at the whole system of training there are 
allocated from 2,15 to 9,83 %. From the part of physi-
cal preparation dominant are the means general physi-
cal preparation – 14,75%, against the means of special 
physical preparation, which are 10,82%. To the point, 
from the three parts of tactic preparation to the tactic 
directed to the improvement of tactics of sprint in the 
stand position there is allocated excellently identical 
time and accordingly is 3,92; 4,15; 4,07%. At the sum 
it forms 12,14%. 

Thereby the analysis of training study revealed 
the quantitative ratio of used different means at the 
system of preparation of judoists of high qualification. 
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In spite of some success of last years the 

achievements of Russian judoists at the international 
competitions can’t be considered as rather stable. 
There is no world’s leadership for a long time of Rus-
sian school of judo that is particularly visible standing 
out against a background of rising competition. 

The base of national judo now is formed with 
the state sector (groups, sections and departments of 
judo at the composition of junior sport schools, col-
leges of Olympic reserve, schools of high sportsman-
ship, and also sections under the urban and municipal 
institutions). Organizations of this sector particularly 
concentrated at the big-time sport. The mass sport 
from their side is considered not as independent social 
meaningful activity but as the preparation of sport re-
serve for the high sportsmanship. In the private 
(commercial) sector (groups, sections and specialized 
clubs) the mass sport is not popular because of orien-
tation of the club to the well provided client. The real 
potential have noncommercial organizations (federa-
tions, associations, partnerships), accumulated possi-
bilities of state, social and private sector. Just exactly 
these organizations can successfully realize the inter-
ests of state, society and business, because their com-
petence includes big-time sport, mass sport and also 
special directions of sport and sports and fitness pro-
grams. 

Nowadays in Russia there are near 1200 physi-
cal-sport clubs for physically challenged people. The 
number of people who go in for adaptive physical 
education and sport reaches 95,8 thousands of people. 
There were created 8 junior sports and fitness schools 
for physically challenged children. At the same time 
in Russia there are more than 10 millions of physically 
challenged people and the great number of them needs 
the holding of rehabilitation event just by the means of 
physical education and sport. 

Adaptive judo at the base of material arts is 
magnificent base for the solving the problem of devel-
opment physically challenged children’s and adults’ 
strength, dexterity, coordination, satisfaction of need 
in motion, in the tactile and psychological communi-
cation for the rise of social adaptation, the strengthen-
ing of emotional-volitional sphere and the whole 
physical health. 
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The conversion to new qualitative forms of de-
velopment of national judo, which is based on the law 
of transition of quantitative changes to the qualitative 
ones, presents the innovation, as new phenomenon, 
novelty at the frames of some system, which causes 
meaningful changes in practical activity. Such ap-
proach means stimulating not only of innovative activ-
ity but also creates key directions of activity for the 
judo’s development. 

The interaction of sport of high achievements 
and adaptive physical education is cyclic. The cycle is 
represented as the inversion of force and counterforce 
at the sport of high achievements and at the adaptive 
physical education. This inversion consists in that the 
meaningfulness and influence of sport of high 
achievements and of adaptive physical education al-
ways changes their influence on the train process, pro-
viding the priority either one or another direction of 
activity of judo’s development. Meanwhile their di-
versity and integration occur. Thereby the influence of 
every direction intensifies. 

At the judo the evolution of interaction of di-
rections of sport of high achievements and adaptive 
physical education can be represented with the cycle 
family of S-shaped (logistical) curves, because at the 
defined point of this interaction the transition of influ-
ence of one direction to another occurs, as the result 
evolutional processes are accompanied with the irre-
versible changes (deep reconstruction of structure, re-
placement of federation’s leaders), which brings to the 
new formations. 

As the result of evolution there occurs the con-
version of influence of different directions of activity 
of judo’s development to the physical development 

and the level of sport achievements of judoists. Every 
direction corresponds the single part, but their interac-
tion as the cycle possible only because of their overall 
behavior. Therefore it’s necessary to continually 
search stimulus of development not only of sport of 
high achievements, and also of mass and adaptive 
judo, simultaneously influencing on the overall behav-
ior that have this directions for the rise of effective-
ness of national judo in whole. 
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